
Title: Program Director
Organization: Arizona Center for Empowerment/ Living United for Change in Arizona
Job Status: Full-time exempt, minimum 40 hours per week
Location: Phoenix, Arizona, with significantly travel to Tucson (currently working remotely as result of
COVID)
Salary: $52,000- $65,000

Who we are:
Arizona Center for Empowerment (ACE), and its sister organization, Living United for Change in
Arizona (LUCHA), are progressive, grassroots, community-based organizations engaged in and
committed to building power throughout communities in Arizona. At ACE, we work to ensure that
everyone has access to the American Dream by amplifying the voices of low- and moderate-income
communities, communities of color, and immigrant communities through collective action.

ACE & LUCHA seeks a talented, visionary, and accomplished strategist to assume a leadership role on
our Servicios team. We work to hold government and corporations accountable, improve the health of our
families, economy and environment, and reform our public schools, workplaces and financial institutions.

Job Summary
The Program Director will be tasked with overseeing the Empowerment Services Department of ACE
(Arizona Center for Empowerment). The position oversees the department to engage community
members in Arizona through grassroots organizing, member services, educational forums and other
activities. The PD will be tasked with setting program vision, goals, team structure and cohesive
organizational mission. This position sits on our Senior Leadership Team, works closely with our directors
and across our departments and entities.

General Accountabilities
● Execute annual work plans to achieve organizational and program objectives
● Serve on ACE/LUCHA’s senior management team. Participate in setting organizational policies,

establishing strategic priorities, advancing organizational vision & plans, etc
● Hires and organizes the individuals and subcontractors necessary to complete the job and

coordinates all schedules.
● Effectively supervise and mentor Program/ Servicios staff. Develop work plans, facilitate ongoing

check-ins and planning meetings, conduct annual performance reviews, manage the
hiring/onboarding process for any new hires, ensure adherence to organizational policies and
values, and develop monthly department reports.

● Ensures that each project moves forward in a timely, cost-effective manner, making changes and
adjustments, as necessary.

● Evaluates, recommends and implements procedures for data acquisition, management and
quality control.



● Coordinate with other departments within the organization to ensure the program aligns with
LUCHA/ACE broader strategy.

● Motivates and monitors the progress of work performed by project coordinators.
● Plans and participates in internal and external meetings and other types of events to promote

department visibility.
● Serves as a key resource for project information and resolves problems or questions referred by

internal and external sources.

Desired Qualifications and Skills
We are seeking candidates with excellent relationship-building skills, who are outcomes-driven, with
strong and diverse issue advocacy skills. Ideal candidates should have demonstrated experience in the
following:

● A commitment to social and racial justice issues and understanding of challenges facing
immigrant communities, communities of color, and low-and moderate income families;

● The ability to be substantially self-directed and drive work forward following consultations on
broad strategic objectives.

● A demonstrated commitment to meeting a high bar and a history of getting things done even in
the face of obstacles

● 5+ years of experience in the progressive, non-profit or movement space
● A critical thinker and a capable, flexible, curious generalist
● You’ve developed and executed a project plan involving many moving pieces and collaborators
● Demonstrated ability in managing  programs based on strategy, taking into account staffing,

budgets, and long-term goals.
● Proven ability to build and manage a team towards success while maintaining a healthy

organizational culture
● Experience with seeing the long vision of an organization while understanding the details leads to

the end goal
● You can communicate clearly, especially in writing, and understand your audience and their

interests
● The ability to build strong relationships internal to the organization and external for the

organization
● Experience with being able to conceptualize and approach problems and solutions in a proactive,

constructive, and innovative manner that will result in improved performance across the
organization.

● Dedication and ability to work flexible hours;
● Detailed knowledge of and demonstrated proficiency in the use of Microsoft Office and Google

Drive applications, familiarity with political data and latest technologies
● Spanish/English bilingual preferred but not required.

Benefits
This is a full-time exempt position. We offer an awesome benefits package after 60 days of full- time
employment you will receive a wellness benefit and free life insurance. You will also be offered robust
health and dental insurance, (50% is paid by the organization), professional development funds, and
generous vacation days to attract, retain, and motivate a high-performing and dedicated workforce.

How to Apply
ACE and LUCHA’s mission is to uplift and build power with historically marginalized and oppressed
communities, people of color, women, new immigrants and trans folk are encouraged to apply. To Apply:
Send cover letter and resume to ‘hrsupport@luchaaz.org’ with “Program Director” in the subject line. No
calls please.

mailto:hrsupport@luchaaz.org


ACE and LUCHA are an Equal Opportunity Employer committed to a racially just, equitable and inclusive
workplace.


